butterfly and bat
ubretylfabt

nilai was asked by mirael and mansulei if she wanted to join their management team for the 100 million android production
sell 100 000 at a price of 10 000 or 200 000 at 5000 with each costing between 3000 for the 10 000 model and 2000 for the cheaper version

nilai was in as she longed for some younger company as well as she wanted to meet butterfly as well as bats in the rainforest of zonamia 
she would ask them to join her in her body journey to human animal plant completion
her condition for the working with mirael and mansulei on the commercial rollout was 
that she would donate some of her cells what she could grow on  and in herself 
for 3 million what she would donate to the native 
tribes some bigger pieces of rainfoest could be secured
that was cool with joho the investor, he liked hiking in the kiroc mountains and he was delighted to have an under 30 year old providing cells as matrixes or matrizes after which the androids could be built upon

nilai went with a boat from nacary islands to pasin and from there took a flight to palosa and again there taking the boat to get into zonamia forests
oh but wait it is lembe in south cerima where she took the boat
on the way with a boat what had an electric motor fuelled by photovoltaic panels on the side and on deck of the boat she met thousands of butterly at day and hundreds of bats at night allowing her to understand more and more about them

one night ... nilai went early to sleep after having eaten some freshly harvested rainforest fruits she collected in the forest at the side of the river... stupid it seems this namings ... descriptions lacking vividness ... he please a stop interjecting your critic autobio wish thingie... but hey, how am i the author as a and whatever so cruelly taking away the attention away from nilai lying on deck of the boat listening to the evening forest serenades mix.. puuuhh... made it again upwards... 
at around 10 in the evening or about after sunset 2 hours later or half an hour, the bats she saw usually hunting in one or two meters distance from her were hunting moskitos closer now at ther 
nilai was so relaxed and thankfull for the bats to bless her with that trust saying we come into your reach of arms and feel you are not gonna harm us
... she smiled silently lying on her back sometimes with open eyes sometimes with eyes closed concentrating on the air pressure changes or winds she felt on her face as a result of a bat flying above her in 50 cm heigth catching a mosqito what was aiming to suck nilai s blood
the bats were kind of an organicly moving mosquito net
one could think of a possible fluid like saliva or something of the bat dropping on nailas naked arm where her allready chameleon and plant enabled skin would soak up the dna of the bat and created an access to the cosmic bat data cloud

so is a an utopian what brings dystopian self critic or auto bio stuff in to get some other story colours than happy pink and violet flame seriousness

nilai had some 50 000 of cash with her and 2 950 000 she could transfer with her satelite connected smartphone

when she arrived at the tribes to gps fotograph borders of what they understood as their hunting area for later aquisation of titles of the land with the national states surrounding the forest
nilai and many tribe members felt doing the wrong thing when she transferred hundred thousands from her account to either a tribes account or directly to the national governements treasury departement
how much poor people living in the slums of megacities could be helped with that money.... but still they did and thought by themselves... this money is not from the earth or even if it is stolen trees from her and secured with stolen gold ... this money is built on weapons, built upon the will of someone to use violence to defend his loot from plundering the earth... not that the author would live a feather light ecological footprint ... 
ah yes here the link this money is not soft and repectfull enough so we can give it back to you with good consience

we will make better cash ... both nilai and the tribe members were singing out in a bit sad but also happy tune, weird harmony but let us fly back on the wings of the butterfly can one imagine the perspective just in this moment when the reader sits there in a restaurant or cafe house and reads this ... oh is that now a shizofrenic show or mad writing to find out how the author can divert himself from what he actually wanted to tell like playing chess afainst oneself who talks more winds wins... ah no... the cellular evolution is one focus here ... bat gave saliva what nilai chameleon plant photosynthesic nilai analysed sensorically and on an overself level ... like when one really lives in a moment and the core data center fluid mellow lovehoney of prime essence of cosmic beingness... a fraction of a second in a kiss... or an erotical orgasm ... a moment of oneself having surrendered the control over oneself to the greater we of just this moment ... before and after that particle of a second everyone is feeling in a majority ot control over oneselves actions ... it could be that a has this fear of a nice story badly narrated so he goes into autobio reflective ego psycho doc hour mixing with a potentially superb storyline ... nilai thanks to bat and butterly joyfully donated essences was enabled to start the production of many hundreds of thousands of android machines with selflearning artificial intelligent  software who would by the way improve their own source code plus hard fire soldering their electrical cicrcuit motherboards
but wait ... was not the plan for the android be non metallic and wet and grown like bone and flesh ... 
so let us forget a just described that outdated picture of an android soldering around his brain platines... nilai gave hair and saliva and urine with also her monthly period what with her was not much as she was not really looking forward to give birth to an offspring these days as well as not needing so much cleansing as she had so much fun all day travelling the primal forests ... the wild animals trusting her... ah yes how about a butterfly day guided visualisation.... now i really felt pain in my hands after having typed all this text holding the smartphone









a switches over to his laptop where he too knows that he will get pain from his palms resting on the batterie heated laptop parts … 


so actually i should make a full stop here … and look at this insight …. after having wirtten about 2000 words or more the body starts suffering from being in contact with harddisks and batteries screens etc…






but then again,,,, do not lose the story …


nilai sends small to big containers regularly to paolosa where the fluids are being analysed chemically and microsopicly and dna is being extracted


i can not write that the way i want am i posessed …. aahahhhahah … little horror … but no, really i feel tired and pain but again ….



nilai and the butterflies

nilai was so happy she could travel along the rivers bring people the money to secure their hunting grounds and while travelling she got into deeper and deeper understanding of how the bats were 

the butterflies were kind of taking longer as one can imagine … as the human being has quite a history of slaugthering and massacring each other in unnecessary conflicts, this strong traumatic behaviour is 
deeply engrained in the cells and the butterfly smell this cells evaporating so they do not want to be too near to that kind of poison …. mmmh… bullsh.. what is bad on a bulls shit … nothing … it is excellent fertilizer…

of course are the butterflys also eating something so they would have compassion with the human beings having eaten each others soul in their useless conflicts … ha, that hit home … we are our only devils …
consuming each other in hate and concurrence … stupid … 

so … the butterflyies could eventually be both fairy like and pure joy supporting the material plant bodies to grow well into the light … and also fruit sugar drunken swingers enjoying sexuality … mmmh… 


lost the point again … have to jump up to read back … ah yes no again a total crash of romantic energies building up the preparation of the scene of butterlyies kissing the girls cheek in thousands …. 



yes , why not …


nilai and the butterlyies kissed at around the 200th day after she started to travel the zonamia on her boath 

it took the butterfly effect that long to come home from the world … the butterfly collective wanted to be sure that the work nilai was doing for the android flesh and bone construction was a  good one … so the butterflys in the zonamia telepathicly or wing vibrationally communicated with the nearest butterflys  on the android production site in gneipk … ah no … the province name is otherwise … forgotten … 

does a can find the point to illustrate the picture of oneself seeing the universe like surfing on the colour chaning fields of microraster fields on the surface of butterfly wings … oh it hurts so much my hands …. your own fault why do you want to fill your fantastic story with all that autobio stuff … is not nonsense, is relevant but fairly distracting the romantic reader whom i tried to lure into this story with the title amour amour in paris … but then again, i changed to rasip and trying to make it complicated and unnecessary complicated … mmmh… is a having a war against his body, making it suffering by typing unncessary words and annoying the reader …


back to nilai …


the butterfly collective needed 200 days to learn to trust nilai and the android production process to this degree as they would give her a necessary big amount of their juices in order for nilai to make total access to all butterfly beingness

here is to understand or a possibility arises for the author to get some of his inner connections together and show himself to what he was able to dream of publicly




after 200 days nilai and mariel … mirael …. and mansulai … have spent 3 million on forest securing, 17 millions in the labs of paoloso and were ready for the 80 million production cycle what would happen in the far east of the globe… if one looked as the center being eporeu


the hundred thousands of highly capable androids were sold within 10 days … bringing in 200 and more millions 
joho the fincancer was so happy with the work of muriel mansulei und nilai that he donated them 50 millions


but still there is the picture missing from the butterlys kissing the girl nilai while she was thinking sitting looking at the river at daytime 
….. a will leave that to draw to the reader




















in these empty space one could try to draw it …. if a reader would want to do such a thing … 



but again … thank you for reading and sorry for i am spoiling the nice moments and be so good on the nasty ones … ah… blabla bla … i am good guy am i not ? … some small porn writing what everyone has fun in it … what does that hurt or how could that be a bad thing … perhaps this autobio in between switching several perspectives such chaoticly deserves more …nanana, what is that for an attitude to serve the reader … meymey mey …


infantil .. eventually … but how not wants one be a butterfly child 


mmmh…. bat and butterfly having a child ? 

very interesting parallel story dimension … how about nilai having witnessed in the 200 days how in the twilight between day and night and night and day the two species meet shylish … purpose being to conference with what they sense happens with the human beings who search the wisdom of the bat and butterfly tribes to reconnect with

perhaps they mated ?

or it went more like a very elegant fly in between dance orchestra of grillen accompagnied and monkey cries und birds songs …


each one after ones gusto in ones internal imaginations

with that i leave the typing board and say thank you for coming with me to this place in space and time





